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THE 2 YEAR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 

 

Please respond to the following items by marking a “+” if your child exhibits the 

behavior and a “-“ if your child does not exhibit the behavior.  This information will 

assist your child’s pediatrician in performing a comprehensive evaluation of his/her 

language development. 

 
_____ 1. Does your child seem to hear and comprehend most of what is said to him?        

               (Does not for statements to be repeated frequently.) 

_____ 2. Does your child follow two step directions consistently: “Pick up the ball and  

               bring it to me”? 

_____ 3. Does your child comprehend the meaning of “another”, “Give me another one.”? 

 

_____ 4. Does your child understand prepositions: “in”, “out”, “on”, “up”, etc? 

_____ 5. Does your child try to sing or hum melodies? 

_____ 6. Is your child able to locate body parts on a doll and many pictures in books upon 

                request? 

_____ 7. Does your child give his listener good eye contact when he/she is speaking to someone? 

_____ 8. Does your child recognize new words daily at an increasing rate? Does he recognize 

               almost all common objects and know what they are used for? 

_____ 9. Does your child say single words such as “there”, “no”, “away”, etc? 

_____10. Does your child have a vocabulary of at least 50-60 words? Does he say all of these 

                words, although he may not articulate them correctly? 

_____11. Is your child beginning to combine two or more words into phrases? 

_____12. Is your child’s spoken language at least 50% understandable? (Parent or other adults  

                can comprehend half of the child’s statements.) 

_____13. Does your child ask for wants by naming the object: “milk”, “ball”, etc? 

_____14. Does your child refer to himself by name? 

_____15. Does your child imitate two word productions: “go store”, “want more”, etc.? 

_____16. Does your child ask for food or drink when hungry or thirsty? 

_____17. Does your child sometimes begin a conversation? (Doesn’t wait for someone else to 

                start the talking.) 

_____18. Does your child answer questions accurately with words or gestures? (He knows the  

                topic of conversation and can answer correctly.) 

 

Childs’s Name:______________________________________________ Child’s Age:_______ 

Date of Visit:________________________________________________  

 


